Infosys Brand Builder for Adobe Experience Manager
Accelerating Campaign launch by Simpler, Faster and Cost Effective Content Creation

What is Brand Builder?
Infosys Brand Builder for Adobe Experience
Manager is an end-to-end solution that
helps accelerate campaign launches by
making content management / creation
tasks simpler, faster and more cost efficient.
Built on robust framework for developers
and user friendly UX for business users,
Brand Builder also provides the necessary
security and standards for quality assurance.
The diagram depicts the key modules of
Brand Builder, which is built on out-of-thebox Adobe Experience Manager (AEM).
Modules have been modified, enhanced
or custom developed to make AEM even
simpler and faster to use.
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Key Features: Brand Builder
Create template layouts with minimal
CMS knowledge based on a 12-column
responsive design grid

Automated tool to manage migration
of sites content and assets including
structured and unstructured data to AEM

Approve/reject content based on user
groups and dynamic project association
while simplifying release processes.

Flexible creation of Services with custom
or pre-configured and integrated web
services

Create pages using library of components
enabling re-usable for all site / page builds

Secure/flexible, plug-and-play
authentication model for sites (including
custom and social logins)

www.infosys.com

Brand Builder Benefits
• Reduced time-to-market for campaign
launches whilst minimising costs , improving
re-use and lower TCO

20%
COST

• Improved brand consistency and site quality
• Agile and flexible ways of working between
internal stakeholders (marketing, brand) and
partners (agencies, vendors)
• Multi-tenant platform requiring minimal
investment

Component Builder: An extensive library of
components which accelerates the creation
of pages. Components help content authors
to create pages faster and with ease. Prebuilt Brand Builder components have been
designed and developed to ensure loose
coupling of look and feel / presentation to
the code and data (content). This allows you
to apply multiple themes (look and feel) to
the same page seamlessly without breaking
the core structure of the page.
Service Builder: Enables authors to easily
configure web forms and associated services
without involving multiple teams. Its preintegrated services allow flexible creation of
forms with minimum development effort.
Websites using services to store or retrieve
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More Information: Brand
Builder Modules
Template Builder: Enables authors to create
complex, flexible, responsive templates in
the shortest time; involves no coding and
minimal AEM Knowledge. Templates and
themes (CSS/JS) ensure how the page should
be structured and as part of Template Builder,
the control of the layout remains with authors
hence eliminating multiple iterations with
developers to make changes.

30%

data as part of Forms will use Forms / Service
Builder. This interface is enabled for content
authors to create forms and use the services
as components without a need to involve the
wider development team.
Workflow Builder: Enables admins to
configure approval stages at a site or page
level based on enterprise standard workflow
needs. Admins can associate various roles like
author/contributor/approver for the pages
This module also provides the building blocks
to activate/deactivate the page or an asset.
A single workflow can serve the purpose for
multiple brand sites. Authors/approvers can
be configured per site.

Supported CQ/AEM Versions CQ5.4, CQ5.5, AEM 5.6.1
Supported UI Frameworks Bootstrap 2.0
Supported Browsers As per Product version +
specification
Adobe exchange listinghttps://marketing.adobe.com/
resources/content/resources/en/
exchange/marketplace/apps/infosysbrandbuilder.html

Authentication Builder: Allows flexible,
plug-and-play-based authentication/security
model for sites. Authentication Builder
will provide authentication separate from
authorisation and is built to work on top of
the AEM Authentication and Authorisation
model. It reduces the risk of security issues
by its robust security framework which is
extended on top of Site Authenticators and
core Authentication Handler of AEM.
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